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We demonstrate diameter-dependent, progressive alkylcarboxyl-

ation of single-walled carbon nanotubes by recycling a modified

Billups–Birch reaction. The strong diameter dependence was

confirmed by Raman spectroscopy. Alkylcarboxylation made

SWNTs soluble in water, allowing the more readily functiona-

lized, smaller diameter nanotubes to be enriched by water

extraction.

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) exhibit interesting

electrical and optical properties that are sensitively dependent

on their structure.1 The bandgap of a semiconducting

nanotube, for example, is inversely proportional to the

nanotube diameter. The existence of a large number of

different structures in as-synthesized samples poses a

significant technical challenge to the use of SWNTs in

potential applications including optoelectronics and sensors.

However, the rich SWNT structures have also opened

opportunities to advance fundamental understanding of

chemical reactivity and selectivity in carbon materials.2

We report a diameter-dependent, alkylcarboxylation

reaction of SWNTs by adapting the Billups–Birch reductive

alkylation3 in a recycling procedure. This alkylcarboxylation

chemistry allowed us to functionalize HiPco SWNTs

progressively from the smaller diameter nanotubes towards

the larger ones. The addition of alkylcarboxylic acid functional

groups to the carbon lattice made SWNTs soluble in water. The

diameter-dependent reactivity selectively enhanced the water

solubility of smaller diameter tubes, allowing for their

separation by a competitive water–hexane partitioning

method to divide the functionalized sample into different

aqueous extracts of decreasing functionalization and

solubility, yet also increasing diameter. The results were

characterized with Raman spectroscopy which allowed us to

identify diameter range characteristics of the functionalized

SWNT fractions.

In a typical reaction, HiPco SWNTs (provided by Rice

University, batch 112.1) were first purified using a H2O2/HCl

one-pot purification method as previously reported4 to remove

catalytic iron particles and amorphous carbon. The reaction

began by exfoliating 0.050 g (4.17 mmol of carbon) of the

purified HiPco SWNTs in 75 mL liquid ammonia with the

addition of sodium (0.145 g, 6.30 mmol). To the homogeneous

dispersion was then added 6-bromohexanoic acid (1.625 g,

8.3 mmol) and the mixture was allowed to react for one hour.

The nanotubes were repeatedly functionalized by alternately

adding sodium and 6-bromohexanoic acid to the mixture to yield

N-SWNT-[(CH2)5COONa]x (N indicates the number of reaction

cycles). This recycling experimental protocol has allowed us to

functionalize SWNTs with o-bromocarboxylic acids to produce

water soluble nanotubes (up to 3380 mg L�1), approaching the

solubility recently achieved only with chlorosulfonic super-acid.5

This progressive, functionalization chemistry shows a clear

reactive preference for smaller diameter SWNTs as revealed by

following the product using resonant Raman spectroscopy

after each reaction cycle. The covalent addition of

–(CH2)5COOH onto the lattice of a SWNT depresses its

characteristic Raman radial breathing mode (RBM,

B100–400 cm�1) due to reduced tubular symmetry. The

RBM peak frequency is inversely proportional to the

Fig. 1 The evolution of diameter-dependent alkylcarboxylation

monitored by Raman spectroscopy. The Raman spectra were normalized

to the RBM peak with the highest intensity. The corresponding

Kataura plot is shown in the top panel with the excitation windows

indicated for 632.8 and 514.5 nm excitation lines, respectively.
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corresponding SWNT diameter.6 A clear diameter selectivity

associated with the formation of N-SWNT-[(CH2)5COONa]x
can be deduced from the Raman spectra. As shown in Fig. 1,

the RBMs of the purified starting SWNTmaterials exhibit four

typical peaks (198, 221, 258 and 285 cm�1) in the resonance

window of the 632.8 nm excitation line. As the reaction

was repeated, the RBM peaks of the smaller diameter

SWNTs (221, 258 and 285 cm�1) decreased continuously and

almost completely diminished after 20 cycles of reaction, when

only the peaks at 198 and 221 cm�1 were still observed. These

trends suggest that the alkylcarboxylation of HiPco SWNTs

prefers smaller diameter nanotubes. The diameter dependence

was confirmed by theRaman results obtainedwith both 632.8 nm

and 514.5 nm excitation (Fig. 1). Since these two excitation lines

are in resonance with metallic and semiconducting SWNTs of

similar diameters respectively, the diminishing smaller

diameter nanotubes in both excitation windows suggest this

alkylcarboxylation reaction is not strongly inclined to a particular

electronic type.

We attribute this diameter-dependent alkylcarboxylation

reaction to diameter-dependent electron-transfer kinetics. In

the Billups–Birch reaction, solvated electrons are involved in

charge transfer to SWNTs. The reduction potential of Na+/Na

(in liquid ammonia) is �1.89 V, lower than that of the largest

semiconductor1,2 and metallic7 tubes within the HiPco

diameter range.8 Thus in the Billups–Birch reduction, CNTs

act as an electron acceptor. The relative position of the Fermi

level has been found to vary linearly with inverse nanotube

diameter regardless of the electronic type.9 Therefore, the

difference in reduction potential between solvated electrons

and smaller diameter/larger bandgap SWNTs is greater than

that of larger diameter/smaller bandgap SWNTs. The smaller

the diameter, the higher the reduction potential.2,12 Thus, it is

not surprising that smaller diameter carbon nanotubes render

more efficient reduction in the Billups–Birch reaction.

This diameter dependence is consistent with Wunderlich

et al.’s observation for nanotube alkylation,10 but the

dependence is more substantial with our recycling

alkylcarboxylation method. Importantly, alkylcarboxylation

enables water solubility, which has prompted us to attempt to

separate the functionalized nanotubes by diameter. Wet

chemistry is an attractive approach to this problem due to the

prospect of high scalability. Diameter selective reactions by

various functionalization methods, e.g. ozonolysis,11 have been

explored. However, successful separation is often limited due to

the lack of solubility, scalability and the destructive nature of

covalent methods. The current approach may overcome some

of these limitations because (1) there is a strong diameter-

dependent reactivity; (2) water solubility provides a means of

physically separating SWNTs; (3) the Billups–Birch reaction is

homogeneous which promises high scalability.

To investigate the prospect of this approach for diameter-

dependent separation, we further applied a competitive

solvation and partitioning technique that we developed

recently12 to separate functionalized SWNTs by solubility.

This separation approach is depicted in Fig. 2A. The

N-SWNT-[(CH2)5COONa]x were extracted with hexane by

first re-dispersing the sample in 40 mL basic water (pH = 10).

The dispersion was transferred to a separatory funnel, to which

10mL hexane was added and themixture was shaken vigorously

by hand.After phase separation, the black colored aqueous layer

containing water soluble carbon nanotubes was collected, while

the nanotubes remaining in the hexane layer were collected as a

black solid by filtering the mixture over a Millipore TMTP

membrane with 5 mm ion-etched pores. The dispersion and

extraction process was repeated with the left-over solid (N-

SWNT-[(CH2)5COONa]x-leftover) until the aqueous layer

became colorless or light colored, indicative of the separation

of all the water soluble components. For sample 3-SWNT-

[(CH2)5COONa]x, four aqueous fractions, namely 3-aq(1–4),

Fig. 2 Solubility dependent water extraction of N-SWNT-

[(CH2)5COONa]x. (A) Scheme of progressive alkylcarboxylation

extraction, (B) photographs and (C) Raman spectra of water soluble

fractions after 3 reaction cycles, and (D) evolution of RamanD/G peak

area ratios for water soluble fractions after up to 3 + 3 + 20 reaction

cycles. The Raman excitation line was 632.8 nm.
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were obtained (Fig. 2B). The amount of nanotubes solubilized in

water was 20% of the total products. The insoluble residue was

dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 80 1C and used as the

starting material for an additional 3 alkylcarboxylation cycles

(3,3-SWNT-[(CH2)5COONa]x). A total of 11 soluble fractions,

3,3-aq(1–11), were collected by repeated hexane extraction

which was 31% of the total product. The residual insoluble

solid was further functionalized for 20 cycles to yield 3,3,20-

SWNT-[(CH2)5COONa]x, followed by the repeated extraction

with hexane, fromwhich a total of 5 water soluble fractions were

obtained. These SWNT aqueous solutions are stable; no

precipitation was observed, even after four months.

As shown in Fig. 2C and D, the Raman integrated intensity

of the D and G peaks (D/G), indicative of functionalization

degree of the separated water soluble carbon nanotubes, was

considerably higher than both the starting material and the

residual, insoluble solid. The Raman D/G of different fractions

was inversely related to the order of extraction; the first

extracted SWNTs exhibit the highest D/G value. This trend

persisted in every extraction experiment (Fig. 2D). This is not

surprising since water solubility is approximately proportional

to the degree of alkylcarboxylation. Therefore, the extractions

were driven by the degree of functionalization. As the

extraction experiments were conducted, carbon nanotubes

with different degrees of functionalization were sequentially

obtained in each aqueous fraction. For example, the Raman

D/G varied from 1.09 to 0.59 for the carbon nanotube contents

fractionalized from 3,3-SWNT-[(CH2)5COONa]x.

In order to confirm the diameter-dependent separation, the

separated soluble fractions, 3-aq4 and 3,3-aq1, were thermally

de-functionalized to recover tubular structure forRamanRBM

assignment. Thermal annealing took place in a 25mm diameter

quartz tube furnace under flowing Ar/H2. The temperature was

raised to 100 1C and kept for 1 hour, followed by ramping at

a rate of 20 1C per min up to 600 1C. The sample was kept at

600 1C for 1 hour and then allowed to cool to room temperature

over 1.5 hours. Fig. 3 shows the RBM Raman spectra after

thermal de-functionalization. For 3-aq4, the peak intensities at

221 and 258 cm�1 increase, which suggests an enrichment of

smaller diameter nanotubes in this fraction after annealing in

comparison to the starting material. The next 3 cycles of

functionalization were reacted with the remaining nanotubes

in the 3-SWNT-[(CH2)5COONa]x-leftover material which have

larger diameters than the previously extracted aqueous

fractions. Consequently, 3,3-aq1 had a higher content of

larger diameter nanotubes as evidenced by the diminished

RBM peaks at 221 and 258 cm�1, indicative of smaller

diameters (Fig. 3). These results confirm that the recycling

alkylcarboxylation will selectively functionalize SWNTs in a

manner that allows higher functionalized, more soluble,

smaller diameter nanotubes to be extracted in earlier aqueous

fractions with diameter distributions increasing for latter

fractions. This type of selective partitioning of SWNTs by

diameter may enable a chemical approach to carbon

nanotube separation.
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